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Wing beams of six designs (figs. la to If), referr~d to 
as types A to F, were tested under axial compressive loads, 
transverse loads, and combined axial and transverse loads. 
Type A was a stainless-ste~l b6~ b~~m, types Band 0 were 
17S-T and 24S-T aluminum-alloy I-beams with parallel flanges, 
type D Was a 24S-T aluminum-alloy I-beam with cu~ved flanges, 
typ~:~ .;m,: ~aEk a , 17S~·T ' arluminum;"alloy I-beain':: ~),th. tJl'ted flanges, 
and type ,'!. was an AM59 S-T rilagn:e 5 ,i um,- i1 }1~4' " 1;--.? ejl.!~ w~ th . paral-
lel fla~ges. Two specimens ' Qf ' ~ac~~ type; were ~~aded , 1n com-
pressi~n only. Four specimens ot ~~chv type ' ,~re lbaded by 
.. • .I ... ..j J. ~.. " 
cOD;lbined , axial and transterse load 'w'i'th the location of the 
lo~~ ' ~oints so chosen ' a8 to . jrddu~e l~~irire in the central 
portion of the beam. The remaining two specimens of each 
type were loaded by transverse loads alone with the moment 
arms of the transverse loads so ohosen as to produce failure 
by bending in the central portion for one specimen and by 
shear in the end portions for the othe/. 
" • '1 
Deflections and strains in the elastio range were in 
general agreement with tpos~ ~, compu-.:ted ,:from., ,t~e' simple beam 
theory after taking account of the secondary bending moment 
produced by the axial load as the beam deflected l u.~?- ,eT~, ).oad. '. .' .... ~ .. ', -
Failure of all I-beams except some of those tested in 
shear was ~u~ , to local instability of , the compressi9ri flange 
with ' extr eme fiber stress at failure increasing as t h e ratio 
of bending moment to axial load increased . Both bending mO-
ment at failure and axial lOat "at failure decreased rapidly 
with inoreasi ng length for beams A. D, and E; there was very 
little ],.eng,th e.ffect in the caffe of beams R~ ':: 0, and F • 
... ,l. ~... ~ . ~ ,': ( . ,,' ". ~. ., ~ '. • . . • 
The ~in~~taction curvei for combinations of axial load 
and bending mo ment could be ap'proximatJ.ed:' 'oy sltraight <li,n:·es. 
A procedure is given fo~ estimating the strength under com-
bined axial and trall's,verse loads of beams! simila'r td 'those 
\ , " 
,-, 
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that were tested from the st,rengths . u.nder axial. lQad and 
transverse ioad acting se:p·ar~tel y\. ·Th ·e j· co~puYed values so 
obtained for cOI:lbined axia:l ·an·d transverse loads were from 
11 percent smaller to 14 perce~t larger ~h an the correspond-
ing measured values .. ·· .'. ,.. . 
Comparison of the strengt~.w eig~t . ratios shows that 
types D and F having rel at ively compact · sections were supe-
rior to the oth e rs in their ability to resist compre.ssion, 
bending moment., and transVerse shear. Comp·arison of the 
stiffness-weight ratios shows that typ es H, C, and E having 
relatively thin-walled sections were stif fest alth ou gh t ype 
F, having a compact section. had a stiffness-weight ratio 
only 15 percent below the highest value, which was obtained 
for type C. 
INTRODUCTI.ON 
. ~ . 
, I 
The tests of wing beams described in this paper form a · 
portion ' of a ~research proi~~~ ;~~~ducted by the National 
Bureau of Standards for the : ~~te~u of Aeronautics, Navy 
Department; from 1933 to 1944 ~ ~ ~be purpose of this pragram 
Was t~ gathe~ data on the ~l\\~~t~ ?~trength and deformation .. 
of w~ng ·beams of a number ~ of . t~pi ~a~~esi gns . 
" 
; ,_ . 'L 
(-,\ . 
NOTATIQN: 
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E Young's modulus (l b/ in. Z ) 
= . '.: ~~ !~ .~5". 
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length of beam between hinge pOints at ends; balf-length 
for beam~ loaded in a~~al compression with flat ends 
(in.) . 
'.' " -t 
e ecc~ntric1tf of axial load relative ' t~ center. of gravity 
of sect-ip.n (in~) 
... 
a distance of each transverse load poi~t 'from nearer hinge 
point at end (in . ) 
c distance from neutral ax~~ ' t~ ' extreme fiber (in.) 
.'0' . 
Pc axial compressive l ·oad (~b) 
" 
transverse load . applied at each int~~m~diate load ~oint 
(2Pb = total "tran.sv:e.rse load) (lb) 
Mb bending moment due to tr~nsverse loads only (lb-in.) 
w weight of beam per unit length (lb/in.) 
deflection at c~~ter of beam (in . ) 
" , .,' 
axial compressive stres~ (lb/in.~) 
extremp fib~r ' bsnding ' strass (ib/in . Z ) 
,: I 
~~tal ~xtreme fiber stress (I b / in.: 2 ) 
. ': : 
DESCRIPTION OF WING BEAMS 
.; :Dimensi.ons 
Tests were made on beams of six different designs re-
ferred to in the following paragraphs as types & to F. 
Cross-sectional dimensions for the 'six types and details of 
stiffener design are given in figures la td l~ ~ 
Type A was an l~8-8 stainless-steel box'·'·b€am assembled 
.' by spot-welding formed sheet into the section shown in fig-
ure la: ~ The bEl~m , ~as reinforced at interv'als" of about 2ft 
inches by channel-ty~e stiffeners spot-welded to the web. 
Ty~e B · wa~ . ~ 17S-T aiuminum - alloy i-beam with straight 
flanges (fig. lb). The beam was assembled by riveting two 
" '" r. 
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extruded T-bar cap'"7strips ,to, th.e web of the beam. The web 
was stiffened by channQl~~ype stiffeners spaced 3.5 inches 
between centers. 
Type 0 (fig. 10) , w~s identioal · witq type B, except for 
the use of 24S-T aluminum alloy in place of 17S-T aluminum 
alloy. 
Type D was a 24S-T aluminum-alloy I-beam with curved 
flanges (fig. Id) . The beam was assembled by riveting two 
cap - s t rip s t 0 a \\1 e b w hie h . fit ted i n t 0 a s lot i nth e 1 ego f 
each cap-s~rip. There were no stiffeners on the web of the 
beam. 
Type E was a 17S-T aluminum-alloy .I-beam with tilted 
flange s (fig. Ie). The beam was stiffened by stiffeners 
riveted to one side of the web a nd to the cap-strips at in-
tervals of about 10 inche~. 
Type F was an extrUded AM59S-T magnesium-alloy I-beam 
with parallel fl anges, die r.1 704 (K-8665), (fig. If). There 
were no stiffeners On the web of the beam. 
Cross-sectional a re as a nd maximum principal moments of 
inertia were determined from the measured dimensions of a 
number of speci me ns of. each type with th e results gi~en in 
tables lA to IF. The ' l~ngths of the individual specimens, 
the weigh t s per unit length, and the slenderness rat10s a~e 
also giv en in tables lA to IF. 
Load 
Eight specimens 
. ~. ;.! . 
of each type were tested as indicated: 
Speci men 1 short column 
Specimen 2 long colum~ 
Specimen 3 short b eam under combined (predominantly 
axial) load 
. .:', .. . 
Spe·ci :n: en 4 lon g beam .lin.der c~ om\):i'ned (predominantly 
' ''axial) ' loa'd .... ' . . ,'," " _ ,. 
. \ . " f.:, \ " I' .' -. -
Sp'e c imen 5 short beam under ~omb1ned (p~edom~nantly ~ 
transvers~) load "~ '~'"'' . 
.. [ . ' .. : .... , 
J 
Sp~cimen 6 ' long beam tinder eombined . (pted~minantly 
transverse) lOad ~ 
Specimen 7 beam under transverse (predominantly bend-
ing) load 
" 
beam under transverse (predominantly shear-
ing) load 
Specimen 8 
The proportions of axial and transverse loads were var-
ied to determine the effect of changes in the ratio of ex-
treme fibor bending stress to total stress. The initial 
value of this ratio is given as n = fb/f t in tables lA to 
IF. The ratio , was increased in approximately ~ ~~hil steps 
from 0 for the column specim~ns 1 and 2, to 1 for the speci-
mens under transverse load, 7 and 8. Two lengths of column 
specimen and two lengths for each combination of axial and 
transverse load were included to give an indication of the 
effect of changes in length. . 
Tensile and C:ompre!ssive Propertie's of ,Material 
:.. . 
No material was ~vailable for t~nsile ~nd compressive 
tests of ' the sheet in specimens A. An approximate, partial, 
description ,' of the compressive stress~strain curve was ob-
tained from the t~st of the short ' columfi specimen lA by 
plotting average stress against aveTage strain (fig. 2a). 
The plot ' indicates a Young's modulus of about 27.3 X 10 6 
pounds per square , inch. Tensile properties of flange and 
web material of the beams of types B to F were determined on 
standard specimens (reference 1) with the use of 2-inch 
Tuckerman optical strain gages for measuring atrains. ' The ' 
results are given in figures 2b to 2f and in table 2. Com-
pressive properties of the flange materials of beams B · to F 
were obtained by pack tests (reference 2) with results . ~iven 
also in figures 2b to 2f and 'in table 2. 
The , material appeared to be homogeneous in properties 
except ' to~ beams of type E. ' For th ese beams the materi~l ' 
showed segregation into high-stren~th and low-Gtren t,th ' 
flang~ Material as b~on~h t but by figure 2e. Polished ' and 
etched ' trans7erse sections showed th9.t the low-s'tr ei!.gth na-
terial ' was compcs 'ec'l, of ve ry large c1'YstaJ s ·w. 11e tho high-
str~ngth mate~inl had the u~ual a9P~arance. ~he lar g~ grain 
size was as~r!bed to abnormal grain gro~th du~ing fabricatioh 
or heat treatment. ' " 
, ' 
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The tensi~e yield str~ngtha fo~ the material in beams 
B to E were from 9 to 20 percent " gr~aterthan the compre~~ive 
yield strengths of the same material . For beams : F the yield 
strengths wera "nearly the sa~e in ~ep~ion and co mp reseion. 
The values of Young's modulus in compression for the materials 
in beams B to F were from 1 to 5 percent greater than the 
values in tension. Elongations ra~,ed from 9 to 25 percent 
in 2 inches. 
TESTS 
The tes-t procedure" was ch-anged as improvem'ents in tech-
nique were made ~ur)ng the loni iriterval covered by the 
tests. 
Specimens under Axial L oad 
Test pr9,c.edure.- Thr.ee kind~ of end _conditions were used 
in the column tests. Specimens lA and lr were t "est~d - be~ 
tween flat ends as show~ _ in fi gti~e 3; specim~ns: "lB, 10, ID, 
2A, 2B, 2C, apd 2D were t e sted between ball-b~ating "- "pin 
ends" as . shown at Ain fi gur~ 4; and speci men~ IE, 21 , and 
2F were te~ted between knife-edge pin ends as sho~n -at A in 
figures 5 . and 6. The equivalent length t of the columns 
was taken as half the length between flats in the flat-end 
tests and the full length betw,~n axes of rotation in : the 
pin-end test~. For all t he specimens except 2A, for - which 
nO strain gage measurements w~re made, the individual strains 
at the{ ends as measured wi th four Tuckerman strain gages " 
were ~ithin 10 percent of their average value. 
Lateral guides were u sed f~r all long specimen~ and the 
short specimen, IE, : to prevent buckling about the axis of 
le a st stiffness. A "ball ty pe ll of guide shown at 13 in fi-g-
urea 4, 6, and 7 was used in testing specimens IE, 2B, 2C t 
2D, and 2E. This guide ha.d a coefficient of friction of ", , 
only 0.02 for motions" par a llel to the web ,and wa.s essentially"-' "-
rigid in a direction perpendicular to the web. A IIcage type"II --
of guide shown at B in fi gure 5 was uaed "- in testing specimen 
2F. This guide could be moved on the specimen at all loads 
without binding. A guide consisting" of 'angle "irons clamped ,,:-, 
to a channel Wa s used in the test of specimen 2A. No guide 
was used in the tests of the relatively short specimens, lA, 
IB, 10, ID, and I F as it Was expected that these specimens 
would fail by local instability before column failure about 
the axis of minimum moment of inertia. 
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The strain at the middle portion of the specimen was 
measured with four Tuckerman strain gages, except in the 
case of specimen 2A. , These ga'gell - ,'/are shown at A On figure 
3 and at C On figures 4, 6, and ?~ ' 
Results of axial load t!ats.~ ' The loads, aver~ge 
7 
'stresses at failure, and the type' of faflure ' are given in 
the summary tables 3A to 3F. The type of fai-lure is also 
apparent from the ph.otographR of specimens af'ter ,test (figs. 
8a to Bf). .. 
Average-str~ss values were obtai~ed from the strain-
gage ' readings made in the tests of beams of types B to F by 
converting each individual strain into stress with t h e help 
of the compressive stress-a,train curve of the material (figs. 
2b to af). ' In the Case of specimens of type A, no stress-
strain curve of the material other than the test of speci-
men lA was available; s ,o no comparison Was possible. The 
average stre~s for specimens of types B to F is compared 
with the average stress PIA, obtained by dividing the load 
by the original area, in figures 9a to ge. The average 
axial stress in the flanges, as measured by the gages, was 
equal to the computed average stress pIA up to a certain 
critical value whi ch ranged from about 6000 1b/in. 2 for the 
specimen of types Band C to about ao,ooo lb/in. 2 for the 
specimens of type D. ~hese critical stresses corresponded 
roughly to the stresses at which buckles were first observed 
in the" webs of the specimens. ,The increa,se in average flange 
stress ' above the critical stress : is attributed to a decrease 
in the load~carry~~~'capacity of the web aft~r huckling. 
Theoretic~l ;~lues for the increase in flange stress 
due to buckling of the web ar,e , shown 'as dotted curves in 
figures 9a to ge . ,Tha . ,upper, ;dotted curve assumes that the 
web is rigidly clamped ' at the flanges, while the lOwer curve 
assumes simple support at the flanges. The actual restraint 
is between these two extremes. 
The curves for figures 9a and 9b (close spacing of 
trans~erse stiffeners) were computed on the assumption that 
the load after buckling is given by Ma rguerre1s apprOXimate 
formula (referince 3): 
. L 
where . : ~', 
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We/wo ratio of effective widtp. to ip~tial width of web be-
.. \ \J 
" tween fl~ng~s 
E:/E: cr ratio of strain in fl a~~:e s to critical strain for 
buckling of web ' ' 
This formula was used since no specific solution is avail-
able f'"or ' a web having closely spaced ,transv.erse ,stiffeners. 
The- cur'ves for figures ge
" 
9d, and '90 (wide , spacing of trans-
verse stiffeners) were computed by ' r~placin~ the full ~idth , 
of the web by an effective width the variation of which with 
the axial stress was. cqmpute,d, from theoretical solutions for 
the buckling of a ~iate with~ut ' tra~iverse' stiffeners (fig. 
5 of reference 4 ~nd , fig. ,8 ~f , ~efeie~c~ 5). 
The obse~ved points fali bet~e~fi the theoretical curves ' , 
within t~e error of observat~on~ ' e~c~pt, that at high loads, ,~ ~, 
yielding Qf the material causes the ~oints for specimens , 2B '. 
and 2E to fail below , the iower of the two theoretical curves. 
• • I • 
Visual examination of specimen 2A showed bending about 
the axis , of least . stiffness. Examination , of strain readings 
at the flanges for ~pecimens lB, Ie, lD; 2D, IE, ' and 2E in-
dicated either twisting of the flanges toward each other or 
appreciable bend~ng~ about the axis of le~st stiffness. 
Bend'ing about , the , aX,is p'f least stiffne'ss may have resulted 
in a: reducti,on ' of the load a't 'f~ilure. An estimate of the 
load at failure which would have been attained in the absence 
of thi 's bending w,a,s ,der.i .ved from the tests under oombined , ' 
load (see' section under Effect of Length on ,Loads at Fai.lur,e 
for Column Specimens 1 anci" 2). ' The values {or beams lB.' 10 . ... 
lD, 2D. ~E, and 2E are given in parentheses in tables 3B to 
3E; no ;estimate gould be obiai~ed in the case of ~eam2A 
since st~a~ns ~e~e ~riot measur~d ~n the combined load speci-
mens 3A :t a 6A • 
. '. 
Examination of the ' specimens after failure (figs. 8a to 
8f) shows that the final failure ' of the box beams A was by 
local buc~ling of web and flanges. while that for the I-beams 
B to F was by local buckling of the flanges. 
In view of th~ ~mall effect of ' length On the load at 
failure indicated by a comparison of results for specimens', l 
and 2 of types B to F, it is probable that this local buck-
ling was the primary cause of failure in all column speci-
mens with an I-section. 
I 
~~--~~~-~--~~~ 
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Tests ~ uhder ~ Oom~in~d . Ax~a~ ~ ~pd ~ran6verse LOads 
• "!.~. (' ~ 'l t:' :.: f . . .l I.. 1 • ' 
Test prQoedure . - Loa~~ : w~re applieq to the sp~qlmens by 
two d i ff~ren t machine s. ,: ! The mach i ne sh'own in fi gu t e >10 was 
used in testing aH.' i the ,c:ombined load specimens ., of ': t 'ypes A, '" 
13 ',' and C and specimens ' 4D' and 6D. Erid loads ,w.e:r.e .. :appli-ed ,tG 'i 
the specimen A with the hydraulic jacks B at , a: small angle : , ', 
with tlie axis of the beam. The vertical component of the138 ,L 
end loads Was reacted by the tension members C. The axial " .'. 
and transverse loads were computed from the measured load on 
the p~atform ' scale D and the geometry ~ of the system. The 
effect of friction at the bearing E ;between the jaGk carriage 
an4 ~ it~ support was minimized in all tests except that of 
specimen 40 by moving the carriage to equilibrium by hand. 
The load me a sur i ng system was checked by a proving ring and 
found to meaSure axial loads within 0.5 percent. No check 
was ' made on the accuracy of measuring transverse loads. The 
fixture s h own in figure 11 was used in testing all the com-
bined load specimens of types E and F and specimens 3D and 
5D. The fixture applied end loads and transverse loads to 
the specimen A at ~ and 0, respectively, by the built-up 
angles D. These angles were in turn :~oa~:~d lat points E by 
the testing machine F. The line of loading ~f the angles 
was displaced a short distance from the center line of the 
beam, and the moment on the angles . r~~u~ting from this ec-
centricity of axial load was counter~c~ed by the tension on 
the pull-rode C and a transverse shear at B. Thin flexure 
rods , wl;lre used to float the fixture ,in a horizonta), .plane to 
preve'nt loading of the specimen by the dead weightf df the 
fixture. This dead weight was approximately 1600 p6unds . 
The accuracy of measurement of both the axial and transverse 
loads was within the accura cy o~ the .testing machine (error 
less than 1 percent). , ~ . ' 
The ends of the specimens of ty~es A, B, and C, and ',of 
specimens 4D and 6D were loaded through ball-bearing pin 
ends as shown at F on figure 10. The ends of the specimens 
of types E and F and of specimens 3D and 5D were loaded 
through knife-edge pin ends. 
Lateral guides were used in the tests to prevent buck-
ling about the axis of minimum stiffness. The "iron-bar' 
type" of guide shown at G in figure 10 was used in testing 
all the specimens of types A, 13 , and C and .pecimens 4D and J 
6D. This guide was adjusted during test barely to make con-
tact with the specimen. The ball type of guide shown at B 1 
in f i gu res 4 t 6 I an d 7 was use din t est in g' all t he s p e c i m en s 
of type E and specimens 3D and 5D. The cage type of guide 
shown at B in figure 5 Was used in testing all specimens of 
type F. 
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Deflecti o·n·s·: d·u'e · ':t :o ~: e:nd'i"n'l 'werre' : ~'el'i$u; 'ed from a re fer-
ence system con n ected to the heads of ~h~ ~pecim&n~ In the 
case of -. spec'im 'ehs of t~pes 'A , ·:B',· ...' a-~d '0 ' ~nd ·. of !Specimens 4D 
and 6D deflecti on-s were ::,measured to th e ·. nearest 0.01 inch 
fro m c:j. ' tau t wi r e " . ; F 0 ~ -c the r e fu a i A'i n g ": s pee i ill ens the de f 1 e c -
tions were m e~sured to the nearest '· O.OOl inc!:). from a strain-
free ·. r.e.ference '!;l·ar. :Th e '·'measured '!.de·flectioris \)f.ere corrected 
to .)~ive the .ct,e;f,lec!tions rel·e.tive "to a lin e co.n,n.ecting the 
pin re n d.s • .'~ ',' " 
" :. 
Strain w'a,s me .asur.sd 'near the center of the specimens of 
tlpes B, 0, D. E. ~nd F by one or two pairs of Tuckerman 
strain gages. · No strkins were measured on specimen, of ty pe 
A. ., , . , 
Results of combined · load tests.~ T~e m~asured center de-
fleption of the 'beams ' under combined load is compared in f ig-
ures · 12a to 12f with the theoreti~al deflection computed 
from the formula 
4az) + _b J/(1 
. Ae G . 
2 a . 
where Pb~ (31 4a )/24EI is the deflection due to bend ing 
a 1 0 n e. . P b b / A'e Gis the de fIe c t i o·n. due t 0 she a r al 0 n e, the 
factor 1/(1 - P~/Pe' ) . t akes account of the approach of th e 
axial load to the critical ·lo a d, and 
Euler buckling load, tak ing acco~~t of shearing defor ma -
tion (see p. 139 of refer en ce 6) 
Ae = llL 
1.2 
,. ~. 
ef fe ctive area subjected to uniform she a r (see 
pp . 126, 127, and 189 of reference 7) 
',-
h web depth , .. , 
t web thickness 
r ' . 
, . 
, . 
length of beam subjected to s hear bet~een ' l~adin g head 
; • .1 • i 
and t r a n sver s e load' ·p.'bin t 
\ ' .. ' 
" i 
," :" 
11 
• • ,. "'t' • '" 
The results, figures ' l:.1a to la r; ' show that oi1 : the average ".- " 
the observed and calcula ted defl~ct lo~s agree for stresses ;~: 
in the elastic range; ~9We!er, . the scatter is very large. 
Even in the case of s pe cimens ' of types E ' and E which showed 
the least scatte~, the mi~tmu~ difference for low stresses 
is 10 percent: while the maximim difference for specimens of 
type A, which showed the greatest scatter at low stresses, 
is 35 percent. Thi:$ '~ :B :ca't ·ter is attributed t ,o friction in 
the ,la .te ;~a:l 'g;uides ,~%a .d ,t .o , .friction . in the ' test fixture shown 
in figure 10. Friction' sh'ould be negl1gibl 'e ' in" the fixture 
shown in figure 11. . ~ .. 
'. "" ~. 
~fl-e . jlle.a 's').lre.d. 'extreme fiber stresses f't: a·re cbrhpar'ed 
in figu~e9' ~3a ' to a3~. ~~th t~e t~eoreti~a~ ~:lu~S . ftl ob-
tained by substitution in the simple b.eam .formula;),. 
( 3,) 
" t 
" 
r, 
. ~ .. 
where ftl is the extreme- ·'fib:e'.r ,st ;r. .ess' at·, . .c-e;n'te..r:1 of speci-: ,::: .. . 
men. No comparison is given for specimens of type A or for 
specimen 4C since ~tr~in gag~s were. not used in testing 
these specimens. The measured and calculated stresses for 
all sp'ecimena ,agreed within, 10 percent for stresses below 
20,OOQ In/ina. At stresses higher than this, buckling of 
the \lTeb c au sed the o'bserved stresses to be larger than the : '.':' 
calculated stresses for ' some of th'e specimens. 'l'he max~mu!ll' r;, 
difference was 18 'percent for spe~imens 3'B and 30. N<>lke·;':' ~:~ 
(refe~ence 8) found that the ~xtreme fiber stress for nuck~ ,·~~ 
lingqf a simply supported web in the elastic range iriereas&d ·· 
5.7 times ~n ,gOing from p~re col~mn lda~ing (rt = ' 0) tQ ~pure ,,' 
bending (n :: '1). The specimens of types B, 0, and F w.-hieh ': .. 
showed signs of web 'buckling aiL bdckled at · stresses in ;th& 
plastic range, so that no quantitative check of Nolke1s 
theoit : ~duld b~ ~~de; howe~er; the eipeiimental resuLts do 
chec~ , qu~~itativ~ly in showing ' an iricrease in critical ,; ~tress ' 
with increase in the rat'io n ' of 'bending stress ·to total ' ~':".' 
st~ess. . " ,/ 
, . 
, The axi~l loads ', ~' bending ' moments, cent~r deflections, '. ;:1 
and extreme fi~er - str~~ses at ' faiIUre : a~~ giqen irt tables : aA ~( 
to 3~. The t~p~~ of failure ate 'indi6ated in the last col~m~ : 
of these tables " and are shown i.n the photographs '. of speci- j 
mens after test (fig~; r aa : t~ ' ~f). Failure w~s due i to local · 
instability of the flanges fo r all specimens under combined 
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axial 'and traneve~se ~ load ,.< -, Extr ,eme', fiber s t:r ess 'es at failur ,e;, 
were computed' by thtee m~:thods: , - ,'" -, '! '" ~:,'" 
.. "' :'; r. I ~ .' ' :1 , i '. ;. • l" .. 
1. T~f- t~:~~re~,~-c ,~: ,,:~~treme fibe r ' !>t~ ,~ss , £t1 ' wa'S ob':' 
tained f~.oIJl"':equat~on (3) with :'equa't'i 'Oil (2) -' used 
to compute" $c: ',' ,"," , . 
, , 
2. The semlempiric,al ext,'~eme fiber st:r 'ess 'f ~ , wa:e ' 0'0-:,' t a' !, 
tained from , e qua ti,on (3) \d th ~ ,h.e use' 'o'r' the ' ob- " 
served value of 8 c . 
3. The empirical extreme fiber stress ft3 was obtained 
by converting readings of extreme fiber strain 
ipto stress with the use of the stress-strain 
curves given i n figures 2b to 2f. 
, The stress at fai';l.:1.1re,: a,:ccbr'd~ng':;t~ all. three methods 
of computing, shows a tendency io incr~ase ~s the loading 
passes from axial to bending loads. This indicates greater 
stability of the compression flange under bending loads than 
under either combined or axial loads. 
Beams under Transverse Loads 
Test procedure.- Tests under transverse loads were made 
on specime~s 7 an d 8 of 'each type of wing beam. For speci-
mens 7, th e tr a~s verse lo ad was applied at the third points 
so that th e mid i le third of the beam was subjected to a con-
stant bending m0rn~nt . For specimens 8, the tr ansvers e load 
wa s applie~at po i nts close enough to the ends t~ ma k e fail-
ure i~, iHfiar' in :~the outer portion more likely than fa ilure 
by bendi'ng in the ' center portion. Speci men 8F failed in 
bendt'n g rather t han shear ih s,pite of ' this, ', 
' The ' method' of applying tra.n,.sverse lO'ad to speci"men 8F 
is sb,ciwn in figure 14. The spe cTrr!'en A is l.o ad,ed by- pull-
bar s -B in an upwa rd dir e ction and b y p'..l:n-baro C in a ,down-
ward dir ecti on. The outer portions D a~e sUDJected to ~ oom­
bined bendin ~ and transverse shear, while t ne cen t e r portion 
is g~bj~~ied to pure bending. The c onne c tions! were formed 
by piAs fittin g l~osely in oversize holes, Eouali ~e rs F 
wer~ ', used to apply Idad:~ to the specimen symmetrically. The 
lOad ' was applied &na:measure d by the test ing machine G. The 
error " of this machiri~ " ~~s less than 1 percent, 
____________ ----~L 
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Lateral guides ' tO j prevent tip~ing of~ th~ beam as a whole 
due to lateral insta:'oility : were u:sed . in te·s·ts of spe c imens 7 . 
These specimens were long ' enpugh to make resttaint against 
lateral instability advisable~ The guid~s were of the "angle-
iron type" for tests of specimens 7A, 7B, 70; ' 7D, -and 7E, and 
of the cage · type for · test of specimen 7F~ ' In all cas'es the· 
guides . were · adjusted· to barely touch, the sides ' of the beam 
and to offer a minimum rest r aint to motion in the plane of 
ttle . we'9. 
Deflectio~ ' ~f the specimen was - mea~ured by dial micro-
meters H with r~spect to the strain-free r~fe r ence bar I. 
. "1: 
Strain in the flanges ~as measure~ ~i Tuckerman strain 
gages J for specimens 7E • . 7F; 8E, and 8F. The gages were 
attached near the center of s~e~{mens 7E and ; 7F and near . the 
center of the shear bay of specimens .8E and BF . The gages 
On ~pecimens 8E and .8F .were ~ttached . to measure the effect 
on the flange stresses of diagonal .tension in the shear bays. 
Results .of transverse · lOad tests ... The O~s9;l(ved center 
deflec ti on of specimen s ?A to ?F is compa~ed in ftgure 15 
with that calcul a te d from equat~on (2) . Th e measur ed and 
c~lcu~a ted deflectio~s agreed within 7 ' percent : ior flange 
stresi~s ~elqw 30,000 Ibj in . 8 • . Above this stress ·yielding 
of the mat8r. ial cau sed t he ob ser ved 'center deflection to ex-
ceed the c~lQulated cent e~ de f lection. 
The observed cantey deflection of speci mens ~A to 8F 
is compared in f .i .gu.re. .. l ;6 .yi,t·h tha t c a lcul e. ted .frQm equa.,t. ion 
(~) " -: T.h~, .o,b · served.:~a~.d: .c,~,l:!cu.l a .te d deflecti-ons ag1;,';ee,d wi: 'h~n 2 
9 percent fOT averae'e shear st.c..e~ses be.low abou·t .13-5 ·0Q lof.~:n ' • .• 
Above this stress, buikllng of the we~ as wel l as yie lding 
of,.;t~~ ; Pla..te. rial rcaused . t he p.bs.~r.ve<1:~, center ·deflecti'On .td in-
cr~ase. )ll,ore :rap.idly ,t .hB.:''"l ' .t~e_. :p~'1:-,culated center defl,ec-tiion. 
• I' ( 
• ... :". • t • '. • ••• " 
The " ~~erage e xt rem~. fiber st~es8~s obtained from strai~~ 
gage read ~l1g s' near the c'en,t er o f sp~ci.m'ens 7E and 7,F are ' 
compared .~~.t~ the values c o~put ed f~om t Jle ·simFle beam ~heory 
i n f i gu'r e 1 7 • The t \or 0 v ~) u e s w. e r. e ' i n , c los e a g r e em en t. the 
maxi mum -d eviation 'being l es s than' 6 pe·rcE,'n.t . .! 
.' '. • " • , t 
The ext rem e fib e r s t res s e s · 0 b t a i n 'e d fro m s t r a in gag e s . 
at the cer ter of the she a r bay in sp e cimene 8E and 8F are 
compared with t h e v a lues com~u ted from the simp le beam theory 
in figure 18. The stresses for specimen 8E agree within 10 
percent up to an average shearing stress Pb/A of about 
------~-~--~- ---------.~ -~~~--
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2700 lb/in. a at which ~iagonal wrinkles becam~ noticeable in 
the shear web. (See fig.8e.) The divergence above ' t h is 
load may be explained as follows. The h~xizontal comp onent 
of the diagonal tension in the shear wrinkle must be bal-
anced by compressive forces acting on the flanges; these 
would lower the tensile stress in the ten'sion flange and 
raise the compressive stress in the compr-essi on flange. The 
stresses for specimen SF agree within 10 percent except for 
values of average sheari n g stress, Pb/A, below 1500 lb/in.a~ 
No shear wrinkles were observed in specimen 8F. 
The conditions at failure of specimens under transverse 
lOad are given in tables 3A to 3E. Failure was due to in-
s t ability of the flanges for specimens 7A to 7F and for 
specimen SF. For specimen SA, failure was due to buc k ling 
of the shear web; while for speci mens 8B to 8E failure was 
preceded by severe diagonal tension wrinkles in the shear 
web . The tension developed by these wrinkles caused fail-
ure of rivets connecting web to flan g e in the case of speci-
mens 8D and BE, buckling of the compression flange in the 
case of specimen 8B, and rupture of the shear web through a 
r i vet hole at a web stiffener in the case of beam 8C. 
Beam 70 tipped suddenly when subjected to a bending mO-
me n t of 55,300 pou n d- i n tcs because the lower ends of several 
o f the an g le-iron type guides ceased to be effective when 
t he specimen bent sufficiently to bring the lower flange be~ 
low the guides. The short guides were replaced by longer ' 
guides and the test was continued . The beam finally failed 
a t 57,580 l b-in. This is a low value for this type of beam, 
and it is prObable t hat the sudden ti pping in the first test 
caused premature failure upon reloading • . 
The sh e ar loads at failure, th e average shearing strese 
at failure, and the shearing st r ess obtairied by dividing the 
load at failure Pb by the area ht of a rectangular sec-
tion having the height of the beam section and the thickness 
of the .web, are given in table 4 for specime~s 8A to SF. 
The average shear stress Pb/A ranged from 2420 lb/in. a for 
specimen 8F to 9860 Ib/in. 2 for specimen 8A : " The average 
stress Pb/ht ranged fro m 5230 Ib/in. 2 for . specimen SF to 
36,480 lb/in. 2 for specimen SA. .: .. 
. ' ~ . ~ .. 
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ANALYSIS 
St i ffne ss 
The deflection of a beam 'at low loads may be computed 
from the simple beam ,theory if the load, the length dimen-
sions, the moduli 'E, 0:" and the section constants A, I, 
and k, where' "k -'denotes the shear constant, are known. 
Comparison of c'alculat,ed and observed deflections in figures 
12a to 12f, 15', ' ~~d ' l6 below stresses for which yielding waS 
appreciable shows that the differences between observed and 
calculated deflection,s did not exceed 10 percent for most of 
the observed ' poi~ts. ' This indicates that the section con-
stants, detev~tnbd from the dimensions of the section with-
out regard for ' web buckling, are adeauate in determining de-
flection. Low observed deflections for specimens 5A, 40, 
and 4D were attributed to excessive friction in the machine 
shown in figure 10. 
A similar comparison of measured ' and computed extreme 
fiber strains or stresses (figs. 9B to 9F, 13:B to 13F, 17, 
and 18) shows that the section constants determined from the 
dimensions of the sections are adequate in determining extreme 
fiber strain or stress at low loads. 
By reversing the argument, measurements of extreme fiber 
strain at low loads may be uqed : to deter~i~~ the, section c6~­
stants A and I by ' ~~b~tit~tion in the foliowing equations 
taken fr om the s impl e ~'eaI!i t 'he,o'ry; -,. 
, , 
'D Ivlbh . 
0'1 = 
-
:s.. 
-A 2I 
Pc Mbh 
.. 
°z = - - + ._-A 21 
01,02 = extreme fiber stresses, positive when tensile h 
= height ' Of section 
Solving for A and I gives 
" : 1 
• : I ~ ~ A = - '2 (j'l/p c °a/Pc + 
.. ' 
I = h - (j1/ Hb - oa/Mb 
--~-~ - - --~-
(4) 
(5) 
" 
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The s e formulas 'ler e appli ed ,by us i ,ng the measured s t ra in t 0-
gether with the tensile and, comp"r 'e 'ssive stre ,ss-strain curves 
(figs. 21> to 2f) to detet' ioine 0'1 and 0'2 and by substitut-
ing for a/Pc and O'/Mb ~alues of the slope of a straight 
line faired through a plot of 0' versus Pc and 0' versus 
Mb at low . loads. , These values are compar~d in table 5 with 
the ·values of A 'and ' I co'm''Outed from measure,d dimensions 
of the eros's ' ~sec ' t 'i6'n. :The av~rages of t ,he measured values 
were from 5~~rcent ~ess t6 i ' percent greater than the oom-
puted value's. This indicates that t.he simple beam ,theory 
gives aocurate values of extreme fiber stress at low loads 
for the 'he'a ms included in the tests. 
·, ,Dimensionless stiffness ratios for each type of beam 
were Obtained by dividing the stiffness of each beam by the 
stiffness of a hypothetical beam having a weight per unit 
length equal to that of the specimen . For oonvenience it was 
assumed - that the hypothetical beam had a rect a ngular section 
with depth equal to 12 times its width and that it oonsisted 
of aluminum alloy with a Young's modulus Eo = 10.5 X 10 6 
lb/1n. 2 and a density Yo = 0.1005 pound per dubic inch. 
The dimensionless stiffness ratio is therefore 
-10 M 
= 9.62 x 10 
Values of this dimensionless ratio are given in table 6 for 
purpose s of co mparing the effect of section shape and mate-
rial on the stiffness. The weight w per unit length in-
cludes web stiffeners but excludes load fittings. The lowest 
stiffness ratio, 3.41. wa s found for the 24S-T I-beam D 
with curved fl a nges and thiok web and t h e highest, 5.89, was 
found for the 24S- T I-beam C with parallel flanges and 
thin web. 
Effect of Length on Loads at Failure for 
Column Speci mens 1 and 2 
The effect of length on the load at failure for the 
column specimens land 2 is shown in figure 19. The abscis-
sas and ordin a tes in this figure were taken from reference 9, 
they are defined as: 
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. .... . t·fr :. , . 1 I • 
1\ = I ' ~,.... -4. (j = 
nJ.:. jiJ,' F·c 0 , . , , It " . 
where 
f" 
--",,-. 
]'c o . 
" (. 
" 
r maximum principal radius of gyration of section 
compressive yield strength of flange material (offset 
= 0.2 percent) , except for s ps~f~ens lA, 2A for 
which no yield strengths were me a sured, and for 
which Fco was t a~~~ a~ ' the aierage - stress at fail-
ure for specimen lA o 
average stress at failuTa 
., 
',' ", 
The open pOints in fi 'gure 19 represent valu·es. -cp-:r'!re.,Q:,ted •. 
for loss in strength due to pre mature failure by bending . 
about the a xis of le a st stiffness. The correction was mad's 
by estimating the loa d at which the extreme fiber stress in 
the beam would have reached a critical value for local buck-
ling in the absence of bending about the axis of least stiff-
ness. Ap p roxim a te v a lues of the critical stresses fOr local 
buc k ling were obt a ined by averaging the ~easured extreme 
fiber stress ,at failure given a~ .. ft·
3
. in tables 30 to 3E. 
• • •• • I , ~ ", ' . . ~ . j. .1 
. The p oints lndlca.te qn B;PIYrecl:ab'l 'e "length effect fOr 
beams A, .D, and E . The ave~ai€ st~eis : ~t " ~ailure fOr beams 
B, 0, and F Was nearl y indepe'n'cloent 'Of ~ ];lEtdgth" Specimens ID 
and lE we re perhaPS too long '£'6 give I th·e· s h ort column strength, 
which may have be~~ up 'to 10 pe~cent iiei~~r than the corrected 
load at f a ilure' . ,·' .·~,i·· 
Strength Ratio 
. , 
In order to compare the strengths on a nondimensional 
basis, strength ratios for the sp~cfme~~ ' w~re computed as 
the r a tio of the strength to the strength of a hypothetical 
beam having the same weight per inch , w, as the s p ecimen. 
. ~ •• t" 
It wa s again assumed for convenience that the hypothetical 
beam had a rectangular section with depth equal to 12 times 
its width. Furthermore: it was "assumed tha t the beam would 
fail when the extreme fiber stress reached 40,000 lb/in. 2 or 
wh~n the s h e a r ' ~iress reached 24;000 Ib/in.~. The density of -
the hypothetical beam wa s ta k en as 0.1005 lb/in~, which is 
charact~ristic ' of ' aluminum alloy . On this basis the axial "': ", 
" f 
" " .. 
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lOad a t failure Ph for axial loading, the bending moment 
at failure Mh for flexural loading, and the shearing force 
at fa ilure Qh' for transverse shearing, is given by: 
Ph = 398,000 w (lb) 
Mh = 725,000 W3/a (lb-in.) 
~h = 238,800 w (lb) 
( 6 ) 
The strength ratios were computed bydividin~ the ' m~as­
ured strengths of the specimen by the strength of the corre-
sponding hypothetical beam. Corrected values for Pc and 
Mt , as indicated in parentheses in tables 3A to ·· 3E, were 
used. 
The strength ratios are list ed in table 7. Type D has 
the highest strength ratio under axial lOad, type F has the 
highest strength ratio under bending load, and of types A to ' 
E, type D has the highest strength ratio under shear load. :' 
Type F should not be included in the shear lOad comparison 
since none of the beams of type F failed in shear. 
The strength ratio under combined load s is . shown in fig-
ure 20. Only those values . in table 7 which · were not marked 
as · qtiestionable are plotted; Type F has the -highest strength 
ratio under combined axial and bending load~. The interac-
tion curves for combinations of axial load and bending ap- .· ' 
pear to be nearly straigh t lines within the scatter of meaS-
uremen t s. 
COMPUTATION OF ' STRENGTH UlmER COMB INED AXIAL AND TRANSVERSE 
LOADS FROM SHORT COLUMN STRENGTH AND FROM S~RENGTH IN 
'PURE BENDING 
The interaction curves fitted to the obse·rv.ed . strength 
Pc Mt 
ratios -, -. - ' 
Ph . Mh 
are shown in figure 20 to be strai ght lines. 
This fact may be applied as 
under combined load of wing 
I :~' 
follows to comput e the strength 
beams similar to those tested. 
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Make a 'ShOTt, ,c.olumn tes't of the wi,ng, beam. to determine 
the short column 'stre~dti ' P~o; ,A s pe ni men wi th a ale nder -
n e s S 1: a t i 0 1. / 1' I) f ~ ",' ~) ~Hd. 1 0 i s p r G b Ll t 1. Y ad e Ii :.l a te . for t hi s 
purpo t e. In E0m e c aH8S s p e cimens of two or mor e leagtLs may 
have to be tested t6 a~c er t ain that failure wa s free from 
c olu mlJ. action. 
Make a pu~e bending te st to determine the b~nding moment 
at fail ul'"e Mo. . , 
The',"rati'o of axial load at failure Pc and of total 
bending moment at failure Mt " to ,F co and , Mo. respectively, , , 
is given by the, interaction equa t ion :: 
('7 ) 
The total bending moment . ' .. 
(8 ) 
"'. , 
Osgood (reference 10) de'termin'es Mt for the case of round ,~" oj • 
steel tubes by deriving an empirioal relation between the 
observed value of ' th~ ' r ,'atio o'f tot 'lil bending mom'~jn t to pri-
mary bend ing moment ' M~/Mb and 'the vaIu~ : o~ I,;, (Mt/ Mb )~~l' c 
computed from t h e elasti~ beam theory. In order ' to ' de~ive a 
~i'tlar relation for wing ' beams; valu~~ of 
':.1" i ..: 
'. ':" (:~)c'al c = 
,j; '_I .~ ~ ; \.:. ': : ,I 
.. ,' : ' "< . .. 
, , ",' I" " 
.. .. . , ,. ..' -: ' I 
were " ~omptited for each ~ wing beam s ~e cimen from '-
" .'.~:;: "'. .' 
.. ", 
. " 
.. , 
(8 cJ ca J;.C i~: 6~i~~,'~r (f~'f:lec,tion 'f ,rom equa t i .on (~) (in,) 
(9 ) 
• • 'f" 
VaI~e~:j" : of :> the r~ t~ o '~ ~'b /~b . or ' the mea su, r ,ed ' lo a ds ;at, fai lu,re , 
w er ~ j obtain ed . f ~ C?m equation " ~9) " bY'r epl~c i~~ " (8
0
)oalc ' b~ :' the 
experimental value of the center deflebtlon at failure as 
given in tables 3A t o 3E. \ I ' •• 
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\ ' :' 
The values of Mt/I-fb . ~ .re-,. ;plotted against (Mt/Mb)calc 
in figure 21. The pointe sc·~tt~r about ' th~ ' straight line 
: ' 
It must be re~ecib~red in using ~ th~~ straight line relation-
ship that it represents an empirical method of taking ac-
count of the increased deflection due to yielding of the ma-
terial. ' It dbes not necessarily apply to other sections 
. than those tested or to be~ms of materials the stre~s-strain 
curves of which differ greatl~ from those of figures 2b to 
2f. An example will be ~iven .to show how to compute Pc 
and Mb for a beam for which Pcc and Mo are given. The 
method is a solution of equation 7 by trial and error. 
Exampl e: 
Oonsider beam 6B for which the ratio of primary beRding 
moment to axial load is fixed as 
5.50 in. 
and assume' tb,at a short-co'l .u·mn test. and a piire be'nding tes,t 
of a 'beam 'of ·this type wer~. m.~;de ' and: tha~' t 'n-ese ' tests ·gave 
, , , '1· 
' " . 
'p , 
= 22.30.6 .1b 
cO (12) 
'M' : 
. 0 . - 64.380 lb-in 
These values correspond to the es'timated loads for failure 
without lateral ben~i~g (tabl.~ 3~. ~, Values of (8 c )calc 
for three trial values of Pc ' (p' ~' J = 6000, '6:nO, '6500 -lb), 
were computed by substituting i~e - known d~~~nsions and sec-
tion co~stants fq~ { beams of type B in equation (2). The 
res u 1 t s are p lot tea as cur v e A i n f i gu r Ep 2 2 ~ , ~. " , _ 
Th~ primary b '~nding moments Mb ., ·~ .orresponding to the 
trial val'u:es, of ,· 'Pc :! were computed from equation (11) and ' 
the ratios. (Nt/M·o.) ,calc fr/o!O. equation '(sL" Th"ese ratios 
are plot;:t· ~.das cur~e B. T.~·e, ~~~iuis; ' o'l 'MtIHb "'weTe derived 
'4. ... " '~: " • ~ ; ~ 
.. ' ',-
.. ' 
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from equation (10). They are plotted as curve C in figure 
Z2. The corresponding values O~Mt/Mo are plotted as 
curve D and the values of Pc/pco as curve E. Curve F 
shows the sum 
Zl 
T~e value of Pc corres~onding to the interaction curve 
(equation (?}) ~! . th~n , given by the abscissa for , which cu~ve~ 
F is equal to un i ty ~ Th i s give 5 " 
Pc = 6380 Ib 
and from equation (11) 
Mb= 5.5 x 6380 = 35,100 l "o-in 
The meas'ured axial load and primary bending moment at fail-
ure were from table 3B: 
.. 
Pc = 6310 Ib 
Mb = 34 I !7 00' : " 10-- i n 
':!' . 
The values are in clo.se agreement ,with the computed , values. 
The procedur~ ~llustrated in the . examp~e was applied to . 
all win g b eams tested und~r combined load in order to ' obtain 
an estimate of the errors. 
The results based on corrected values ' of p co • J.a o are 
given in t a ble 8. The maximum difference between observed 
and calculated "loads at failure was equal ~o 14 percent. 
National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, D. C" January ZO, 1945. 
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Table lA 
Dimensional properties 
Beams A 
Specimen 1 3 2 fb 
1 
2 
3 
No. n c 1t length Weight per A Imax 
unit length 
In. 10/ In. in" in" 
lA 0 22 .1142 0.364 1.S5 
2A 0 72 ---- .370x 1.84x 
3A 0.334 72 ---- .370x 1.84x 
4A .lS5 120 ---- .370x 1.S4x 
5A .668 ?2 ---- .370x 1.84x 
6A .668 120 ---- .370x 1.84x 
6A(Dup1. ) .664 120 ---- .370x 1.84x 
7A 1.000 ?2 .1268+ ---- 1.S7xX 
SA 1.000 46 .1337+ --- . 1.S7xx 
_ fb ~ extreme fiber bending stress t low loads 
D -?t total extreme fib er stress • a 
Imax - maximum principal moment of inertia of section 
A - oross-sectional area 
4 tlr & slenderness ratio • 
+ including fittings 
x from nominal dimensions of seotion 
XX from load-defleotion curve of beam ?A. 
Table IB 
Dimensionsl properties 
Beams B 
Specimen 1 3 2 fb 
1 
2 
3 
No. n • length Weight per A . lmax It 
IB 
2B 
3B 
4B 
5B 
6B 
7B 
8B 
unit length 
In. ID/1n inG in" 
0 29.'l .1000 ---- ----
0 72.0 .0988 ---- ----
0.369 72.0 .1115+ 0.819 5.70 
.34? 120.0 .1048+ .792 5.45 
.698 72.0 .1114+ .812 5.63 
.705 120.0 . 1049+ .799 5.55 
1.000 72.0 .1214+ ---- ----
1.000 48.6 .1302+ ---- ----
n = fb _ extreme fiber bending stress at low loads 1t - total extreme fiber stress • 
Imax : maximum prinCipal moment of inertia of section 
A c cross-sectional ares 
Jlr 
4.S9 
32.3 
32.3 
53.S 
32.3 
53.8 
53.S 
----
----
£Ir 
4 
11.2 
27.2 
27.2 
45.3 
27.2 
45.3 
--- -
----
4 llr • slenderness ratio = )JA/lmax• where the values A = 
0.802 in2 snd I = 5.63 1n4 were used for all the specimens. 
4 
A = 0. 802 in2 is practically equal to th e average of the measured 
areas; Ime.x - 5.63 in4 is about 1 percent higher than the average 
of the measured values and was derived as that value of I whioh 
gave the best fit to the observed loed-deflection curve for 
specimens 7B and SB . 
+ including fittings 
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Spaoimen 
NO. 
1C 
2C 
3C 
4C 
5C 
6C 
7C 
8C 
1 n a 
1 
1'b 
n c'It 
0 
0 
0.373 
.347 
.699 
.705 
1 . 000 
1.000 
Tabl e lC 
Dimensiona l Properties 
Beams C 
length weight per 
unit l ength 
In. 111/ In. 
29.7 0.096~ 
72.0 .0977 
72.0 ----
120.0 .1048+ 
72.0 .1109 + 
120.0 .1019+ 
72.0 . 1192+ 
48 .6 .1274 
3 
A 
In'' 
----
----
.810 
.814 
.795 
.782 
----
----
extreme fiber bendina stress 
total extreme fiber s tress at low loads 
NACA TN No. 988 
2 4 
lroax .£Ir 
In''' 
---- 11.2 
---- 27.2 
5.60 27.2 
5.58 45.3 
5.49 27. 2 
5 . 37 45.3 
---- ----
---- ----
2 lmax ~ maximum prinoipal moment 01' inertia 01' seotion 
:3 A K oross-seoti ona l ere a 
4 j/r c slenderness ratio cRJA/lmax . where the values A 
1 
2 
• 0.802 in2 and I max a 5.63 in4 were used 1'or all speoimens. A * 
0.802 in2 is praotioally equa l t o the average of the measured areas, 
Imex = 5.63 in4 is about 2 peroent higher then the avarage 01' 
the measurad values and was derived as that value or I whioh 
gave the best fit to the observed load defleot ion curve 1'or 
speoimens 7C and 8C. 
+lnoluding fittings 
1 
Speoimen n . fb 
No. tt 
lD 0 
2D 0 
3D 0.358 
4D .335 
5D .691 
6D . 691 
7D 1.000 
8D 1.000 
Table lD 
Dimensional Propertie s 
Beams D 
length weight per 
unit length+ 
In. lll/ in . 
29.8 0.106 
65.8 . 106 
41.0 .126 
54.0 . 109 
41.0 . 125 
54.0 . 109 
54.0 .130 
18.0 . 193 
3 
A 
in2 
-- --
----
0.885 
.873 
.896 
.869 
----
--- -
n ~ 1'b extreme 1'iber banding stress at low loads 1t a total extreme f iber stres s • 
2 
lmax 
in4 
----
----
2.70 
2.63 
2.71 
2.66 
----
----
lmax ~ maximum prinoipal moment of inertia of seotion 
A ~ oross-seotionel area 
4 
~/r 
17.1 
37.8 
23.6 
31.0 
23 .6 
31.0 
--- -
----
4 ~/r = slenderne ss ratio = J./A/1max' where the average values 
A • 0.881 in 2 and lmax ~ 2.68 in4 were used for all the beams. 
+inoluding 1'ittings 
lAC! TJJ No. 988 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
Speoimen fb n 
-?t No. 
lE 0 
2E 0 
3"E 0.329 
4E .329 
5E .663 
6E .663 
7E 1.000 
8E 1.000 
Table lE 
Dimensional properties 
Beams E 
length weight per 
uni t length 
in. 1b/in. 
41.2 0.0852 
77.2 .0841 
77.2 .0918 + 
86.2 .0898+ 
77.2 .0927+ 
86.2 .0893+ 
72.0 .1290+ 
36.0 .1674+ 
3 2 
A Imax 
in<C in'* 
10.824 3.81 
.830 3.83 
---- ----
---- ----
---- ----
---- ----
---- ----
---- ----
n K fb _ extreme fiber bending stress et low loads 
rt total extreme fIber stress • 
lmax • maximum prinoipal moment of inertia of seotion 
A - oross-seotional area 
4 
P./r 
111.2 
35.9 
35.9 
40.1 
35.9 
40.1 
----
----
4 lIr a slenderness ratio -R/Allmax ' where the average 
values A - 0.82? in2 and I _ 3.82 ln4 were used for all the 
max 
beams. 
+inoluding fittings 
1 
Speoimen fb n = ?t No. 
IF 0 
2F 0 
3F 0.342 
4F .342 
5F .675 
6F .675 
7F 1.000 
8F 1.000 
Table IF 
Dimensional Properties 
Beams F 
:3 
length Weight per A 
unit length 
In. 1.0/ In. inG 
8.30 ---- 0.777 
58.2 0.0507 .7?6 
58.2 .0508 .778 
83.4 .0509 .?80 
58.2 .0505 .774 
83.4 .0509 .779 
57.9 ---- ----
22.5 ---- ----
2 
Imax 
ln4 
----
2.06 
2.05 
----
2.06 
2.06 
----
----
n _ fb = extreme fiber bending stress. at low loads ?t total extreme tIber stress 
lmax = maximum prinoipal moment of inertia of seotion 
A - cross-sectional area 
4 
J./r 
5.1 
28.0 
35.7 
51.2 
35.7 
51.2 
----
----
£/r a slenderness ratio = 1!.VA/IJDBx ' where the average ve.lues A 
s 0.777 in2 and Imax = 2.06 in4 were used for all the beams. 
a5 
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Table 2 
Mechanical Properties of Beam Material 
(Average values) 
Youn g 's modulus Yield streI1gth* 
NACA TN No. 988 
Tensile Elongation 
strength in 2 in . 
Specimen tension compression tension compression 
I b/in2 x 106 Ib/in2 x 106 Ib / i n2 Ib/in2 
11>. ---- 27 . ~ ------ ------
B. flsnges 10.2 10 . 7 39, 000 :5 5,800 
B. web 10.4 -- .. - 36 , 300 ------
C. flanges 10.1 10.6 50,800 44.600 
C. web 10.4 -_ .. - 58, 300 ------
D. fl anges 10. 0 10.4 46,800 42,400 
E. flange s 10.4 10. 5 44,300 37,000 
E. web 10 .4 --- - 38 ,600 ------
F. flan ges 6 .4 6 . 7 33 ,000 33,200 
*ofrset c 0.2 per cent 
Table 3A Loads, deflections and str esses at f ailur e, beems A , 
slend- initial 
erness ratio 
s peoiILen type ratio n-fb/ ft Pc Mb 
.P/ra 
Itl Itl-ln 
lA short 4.89 0 30,700 -
column 
2A long 32.3 0 25.200c -
column 
3A combined 32.3 .334 20,000 16, 4 00 
4A combined 53.8 .185 19, 600 7,140 
5A combined 32.3 .668 11,900 31),100 
6A combined 53.8 .660 8 , 740 27,700 
6A dup l. combined 53.8 .664 9, 280 29, 200 
7A transverse -- -- 1.000 - 58,700 d 
bend f.7, SOO) 
8A- transverse ---- 1.000 - 29,200 
shear 
aV Fllue for bending about axis of IlfIximum stiffness 
~ e 1trapol&ted value 
bc ftl 
In. ~tl/ In'" 
- 84 , 400 
-
1)8,200 
.500b 90,600 
l.060b 81,600 
.760b 108. 100 
2.280 85 , 500 
2.020 97,400 
.83b 95 , 800 
.19b 54,200t 
Cs tra in gages indica te bendin g about ftxis of least stiffness 
F ~ ax161 loftd 
Mb~ bendl.::lg moment 
bc % c~nter deflection 
ft2 
Itl/ ln G 
-
98 .700b 
99,400 
112,200 
102,800 
108,900 
95,800 
54,200 
Ib/ in2 per cent 
- - ---- . ----
57,600 25. 0 
59,000 19.2 
67,500 19.7 
68,000 16.0 
59,000 19. 2 
62 , 800 20.1 
59 ,000 18. 3 
52 , 600 9 .0 
ft3 Type of failure 
110/ In'" 
- crinkling of 
flange s and web 
-
crinkling of 
flenges and web 
-
crinkling of 
flanges and web 
-
crinkllng of 
flanges and web 
-
crinkling of 
flanges snd web 
-
crinkling of 
fl a nges an d web 
- crlnkling of 
flanges and web 
- crinkling of com-
pres s ion flange 
near losd point 
-
cri nkling of we b 
in shearllortion 
f tl= t o tal extreme fiber stress, from measured loads and caloulated deflection, at fai lur e 
f t2= ~ " "" """ measured " " 
rt3~ """ , " strain g<:> ges 
rl - p ~ti.m"ted load at f an'lre without stress concentration at intermediate l oad points 
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spec 
imen 
IB 
2B 
3B 
4B 
5B 
6B 
7B 
8B 
Spec 
imen 
lC 
2C 
3C 
4c 
5C 
5C 
7C 
8C 
Table 3B . , , , Loads deflections and stresses at failure beams B 
S.leno- ln~tlal 
bo erness ratio Po Mb ftl Type ~itio n=fb/ft t. r a 
Ib Ib-in. in. Ib/inG 
short 11.2 0 22,720c 
- -
28,300 
oolumn (22,300) 
long 27.2 0 21,600 - - 26,900 
column 
combined 27.2 .369 13,000 17,500 .262 27,300 
oombined 45.3 .347 13,110 16,000 .906 29,800 
canbined 27.2 .698 8,350 33,600 .425 27,500 
combined 45.3 .705 6,310 34,700 1.417 30,flOO 
transverse 
-
1.000 
-
64,400 • all 34,900 
bend 
27, 600b transverse 
-
1.000 - 51,000 .510 
shear I 
avalue for bending about axis of maximum stiffness 
bsxtrapolated value 
ft2 ft3 
10/ inG 10/1n'" 
-
31,500b 
-
34, 600 b 
27,600 32,200 
31,400 31,800 
27,600 31,500 
31,500 32,200 
34,900 
-
27,600 
-
Type of failure 
Buokling of flange 
near middle 
Buokling of flange 
near middle 
Buokling of flange 
near middle 
Buckling of flange 
off-center 
Buckling of flange 
near middle 
Buckling of flange 
off-oenter 
Buckling of com-
pression flange 
Buckling 01' com-
preSSion flange 
near end 
0strain gages indicate either bending sbout axis of least stiffness or rotation of flenges 
toward eeoh other 
Value in parentheses is load at failure without lateral bending, estimated from 
oombined load tests 
Pc ~ sxial load 
Mb & bending moment 
So = oenter deflection 
f tl% total extreme fiber stress, from measured loads and oalculated deflection, at failure f t2=" .. .. " .... .. measured .. f t 3&" .. .. .. strain gages 
Table 3C , . , Loads deflections and stresses at fsilure beams C 
S.leno- lnltlel 
Sc Type erness ratio Pc Mb ftl ft2 ft3 Type. of failure 
rvltio n:=f~ft £, r a 
10 10-1n. In. 10/1n1:: 10/1n'" 10/1n'" 
short 11.2 0 24,900c 
- -
31,100 
-
35,000b Buckling of flange 
column (27,400) 
38,800b long 27.2 0 27.400 
- -
34.200 
-
Buckling of flange 
column 
combined 27.2 .373 15,300 20.800 .296 32.500 32.500 38.500 Buckling of flange 
off-center 
combined 45.3 .347 14.l00e l7,200 e .791 e 34.200e 34.200e - Buckling of flange 
off-center 
oombined 27.2 .599 7.440 39,700 .477 32.800 33,200 37,700 Buokling of flange 
near middle 
jCOmbined 45. ·3 .705 7.130 39.200 1.394 35,300 35,800 40,500 Buckling of flange 
transverse 
-
1.000 
-
57.800 .855 31.200 31,200 
-
Buckling of flange 
bend (70,500)f 38,200) after lateral in-
stability in 
32.900b 
previous test 
transverse 
- 1.000 - 80.800 .518 32.900 - Tearing of web 
shear in shear portion 
avalue for bending about axis of maximum stiffness 
bextrapolated value 
°strain g~ges indicate either bending about axis of least stiffnees or rotation of flanges 
toward each other. Value in parentheees is load at failure without lateral bending. estimated 
from oombined load tests. 
eresults doubtful, due to excessive friction in testing machine feeti~ated load at failure without lateral instability in previous test. 
axial load 
bending moment 
oenter defleotion 
total extreme fiber stress, from measured loads and calculated deflection, at failure 
.. .. .. .. 
" 
.. mea!mrad 
" 
.. 
.. 
" 
.. .. strain gages 
! 
I 
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Table 3D Loa ds deflection8 a nd stresses at failure beams D 
,--
, 
' , , 
slend init ia l 
Spec Type erne s~ ratio Pc rf.b ~c f tl f t 2 f t 3 d Type of failure imen ratio n:fb/f t 
ID 
2D 
3D 
4D 
5D 
6D 
7D 
8D 
J. Ira 
I b I b- in. i n . - l b/in '" Ib/inG I b/ inG 
short 17 .1 0 27, 8 oo c 
- - 31 , 500 - 35, 600 Buckling of flange col umn (33,2 00 ) 
lon g 37 . 8 0 25,800c 
- -
29,300 
- :n , 500 Buckli ng of flange column (29,600) 
combined 23 .6 . 358 20 , 500 16,400 . 198 38, 400 39,500 41, 900 Buckling of flange 
cOOlbi ned 31. 0 . 335 18,400e 13 , 400e .187 eb 34 , 400e 
n ear mid dle 
34 ,100eb37 , 200ebBuckli ng of flange 
oombined 23.5 .691 11, 000 35, 100 . 334 
off -center 
42,700 43,300 41,500 Buckling of flange 
.488b 37,900b 38 ,200b 
near mi ddle 
combined 31.0 .691 9 ,340 29,800 37,400 Buokling of fla nge 
.87b 
off- center tra nsver s e 
-
~. OOO 
- 64 ,100 50 , 900 50, 900 
- Buckling of f l ange ben d 
transverse 
- 1.000 - 44 , 600 - 35, 200 35,200 
- Shearing of rive t s shear in shea r port i on 
ava l u B f or bend i ng about axis o f maximum sti f fnes s 
bext rapo lated value 
Cstrain gages i ndicste eith er bending about axis of least s ti f fn ess or r ot ation of flanges 
toward each other. Value i n paren the s es is l oad at f ai lure wi thout latera l bendi ng, 
es-timtlted from cOOIbi n ed load te s ts . 
daverage oompressive stress on gages 
eresults doubt fu l , due t o exoessive fric t ion i n testing ma chine 
Po - axial loa d 
Mb • bending moment 
~c • oenter defleo t ion 
ttl- total extreme fib er stress , from measured l oa ds and cal culated defleotion, a t f ailur e 
f t za ....".. "" mea sure d .. " .. 
tt3 C .. strain gages .. 
T bl 3E Lads def leot i ons and stresses et f ailure beams E a e ,. 0 , , , 
slend- Inltlal 
Sc ftl ft2 ft3d Type of fa ilure speo Type ernes ! ratio Po Mb 
n: fb/ f t imen 
lE 
2 ]: 
3E 
4E 
5E 
6E 
n 
8E 
r~j:io 
.2 rtl 
I b Ib-1n in . l b/ inG lblin<: l b/ i n <: 
I 
ahort 19. 2 0 25,0000 
- -
30 , 200 
-
38,700 b Buckling of fl ange 
001 WIlD (27,000 ) 
long 35. ~ 0 21 ,6000 
- -
26 , 000 
-
38,500 Buckling of f lange 
oolunn (25, 200 ) 
combined 35. 9 .329 1 6, 300 14, 800 .59 33,000 35 , 700 37, 100 Buckling of fl ange 
at mi ddle 
combined 40. 1 . 329 14,700 13,300 .80 30,300 34,300 38,000 Buckling of f lange 
.87b 36,000b 37, 500b 
at middl e 
combined 35 . 9 . 663 8 , 640 31 , 400 34,700 Bucklin g of f lange 
35,800b 38 , 600b 
at middle 
combined 40.1 .653 8, 320 30, 200 1.08b 34, 300 Buckling of flange 
38,OOOb 
at middl e 
transverse - . 000 - 58,200 1.25b 38, 200 38, 200 Buckling of f lange 
bend 
. 53b She ari ng of rive t s transverje - .000 - 47,050 30, 900 30, 900 -
shear in sh ear portion 
"value I' or <> enc . ~ aoout ans or maximum s ; ~rrness ng 
bp.xtrapolated value 
c ~~rain gages ind i cate e ither bending about axis of least sti ffnes s or r otation of fl a nges 
towards each other. Value in p ar entheses is l oad at failure Without lateral bending, 
e s t i mated f rom combin ed l oft d tests. 
df rom maximum compres s ive strain read on sny gage 
p = axiel l oad Mgz bendi ng moment 
S c~ center deflec t ion 
f tl - total ext r eme fi ber str ess, f rom measured loads and ca lculated deflection , at failur e f t 2= " t" ,,,,, n " mea s ured ft ,, 1t 
ft z, : "".. " strain ga g es 
• 
• 
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Table 3F . Loads, defleotions, and stresses at failure beams F , 
slend- initial 
Spec Type erness ratio Pc Mb 
n=fb/ft 
Sc ftl ft2 ft3 
d Type of failure 
imen r~;:10 
lF 
2F 
3F 
4F 
5F 
6F 
7F 
8F 
.£ rF.l 
Ib lO-in. in. IIO/ln"- .1o/ln'" 11l/ln'" 
short 5.1 0 1&,500 
- -
21,300 
-
26,800b Buckling of flange 
column 
22,400b long 28.0 0 15,800 - - 20,300 - Buckling of flange 
column 
combin :J. 35.7 .342 11,500 7,940 0.39b 26,200 2«},800b 2B,OOOb Buckling of flange 
combined 51.2 .342 10,300 7,150 .1)5b 29,700 29,700b 30,OOOb Buckling of flange 
combined 35.7 .&75 6,950 19,200 .75b 32,400 32,600b 32,OOOb Buokling of flange 
combined 51.2 .675 6,000 16,600 1.52b 32,500 32,600b 33,Ooob Buokling of flange 
transverse 
-
1.000 
-
36,300 1.15b 35,500 35,500 
-
Buokling of flange 
bend 
transverse 
-
1.000 
-
37,200 .20 36,300 36,300 
-
Buokling of flange 
shear 
avalue for bending about axis of maximum stiffness; i ~ half length for flat end oolumn tests 
bextraDolated value . 
dfram strain at oenter of flange 
Pc = axial load 
Mb = bending moment 
&c ~ center defleotion 
ftlE total extreme fiber stress, from measured loads and oalculated defleotion, at failure 
ft2~" " .. " " " "" measured " "" 
f t3=" " .. .. strain gages 
Table 4 
Sbear Specimens at Failure 
No. Area* Webx Sheer load Shear stress Type of failure 
A Po ~ I ~ n 
in'" in. in, 1.0 11l/ln'" 
8A 0.370 5.00 0.020 3650 9860 36500 buokling of shear 
web 
8B 0.802 6.1 0.0325 5480 6830 27600 buckling of oom-
pression flange in 
shear bay 
8e 0.B02 6.1 0.0325 6520 8140 33000 rupt ure of shear 
web 
aD 0.881 4.25 0.063 7420 8430 27800 failure of rivets 
in shear web 
8E 0.827 5.00 0.0417 3920 4740 18800 
" " 
8F 0.777 4.00 0.090 IBBO** 2420** 5230**fallure in ben ding 
x h = hei~ht of section in plane of web 
t = thickness of web 
* ~stimated from measured values, table lA to IF 
** Failed in bending. For failure in shear, this value might 
be larger. 
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Table 5 
calculated and Measured Sect i on const ants 
Beam From seotiona 1 From stress-load • 
dimensions curve at low loads 
A I A I 
in2 in4 i 0 2 104 
1 A 0.364 1.84 6 
--- ---
2 A ----- - -- --
--- ---3 A -- --- --- --
--- ---
4 A ----- ---- -
--- ---
5 A ----- --- --
--- ---
6 A ----- --- --
--- ---
7 A --- -- ----- --- ---
8 A ----- ---- - --- ---
Avg. .;'04 1..646 
--- ---
1 B ----- ----- 0 . 809 ----
2 B ----- ----- .811 ----
:3 R 0.819 5.70 .865 5.61 
4 B .792 5,45 . 827 5.40 
5 B .812 5.63 . 847 5.43 
6 B .799 5.55 . 808 5.27 
7 B ----- ---- ---- ----
8 B ----- ---- ---- ----
Avg. u.tiUO o.Oti 0.828 5.43 
1 C ----- ---- 0.756 ----
2 C ----- ---- .794 ----
3 C 0.810 5.60 .750 5 . 33 
4 C .814 5.58 - ---- ----
5 C .795 5.49 .790 5 .45 
6 C .782 5.37 . 818 5. 48 
7 C ----- - - -- ---- - ----
8 C ----- ---- ----- ----
Avg. 0.800 5 . t>~ 0.780 5 . 4 2 
1 D ----- ---- 0.870 -- - -
2 D ----- ---- .872 ----
3 D 0 .885 2.70 .882 2 .41 
4 D .873 2.63 ----- ----
5 D .896 2.71 .~53 2 . 74 
6 D .869 2 .66 .878 2 . 53 
7 D ----- ---- ----- ----
8 D ----- ---- ---- - ----
Avg. ~81. 2.58 O.B'Il 2 .06 
1 E 0.824 3.81 0.840 ----
2 E .830 3.83 .830 ----
3 11: ----- ---- .825 3. 67 
4 E ----- ---- .808 3. 85 
5 E ----- ---- .827 3. 81 
6 E ----- -- -- .823 3.91 
7 E ----- ---- ---- 3.72 
8 5: ----- ---- ---- 3.57 
Avg. U. tiG'/ :5.132 0.820 3 . '75 
1 F 0 .777 ---- ---- ----
2 F .776 2.06 ---- ----
3 F .778 2.05 0.777 2.11 
4 F .780 ---- .750 2. 1 3 
5 F .774 2.06 .724 2 . 08 
6 F .779 2.06 . 764 2 . 09 
7 F ---- - ---- ---- 2.15 
8 F ----- ---- ---- 2.09 
Av g . o. '/'/'/ ~ .O6 0 . 754 2. 11 
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Table 6 
Stiffness Ratio 
Type Desoription Flexural rigidity Weight per Dimensionless 
EI uni t length stiffnes, ratio 
Ib-in2 w (EI)I (Eow xx 
Ib/lnx '(.2-
A steinless steel 5.02 x 107 0.1142 3.70 box beam 
B 17S-T Al I beam 5.74 x 107 0.0994 5.59 
parallel flanges 
107 C 24S-T Al I beam 5.74 x 0.0968 5.89 
parallel fl~nges 
x 107 D 24S-T Al I beam 2.76 0.0883 3.41 
ourved flanges 
107 E 17S-T Al I beam 3.98 x 0.0840 5.42 
til ting flanges 
107 F AM59S-T Mg I beam 1..35 x 0.0510 5.00 
parallel flanges 
Xnot inoluding weight of fittings 
xx EowZ • 
~ stiffness of hypothetical rectangular beam of depth 12 times its width, having 8 Weight per unit length equal 
to tl:).at of the beam ~d made of aluminum a l!oy having 
Eo z 10.5 x 106 Ib/in and Yo'" 0.1005 Ib/in • 
Table 7 - strength ratios 
Wei@ht w, Ib/in a 
Type A B C D E F 
Beams 1 to 8 0.1142 0.0994 0.0968 0.0883 0.0840 0 . 0510 
Axial load Ul"tio, FoiFtt a 
Type A B C D E F 
1 0.676 0.563 0.713d 0.944d 0.808~ 0.814 
2 :556d .544 .714 .844d .754 .778 
3 .445 .329 .398d .583d .488 .566 4 .432' .331 .366 .524 .440 .509 
5 .262 d . 160 .193 .312 .258 .342 
6 .198°, .159 .185 .264 .249 .296 
Total bending moment ratio, Mt/Mh a 
Type A I B C D E: F 
3 0.948 I .922 1. 161d 1. 078d 1 .380 1.487 4 0.9981.227 1.298 .878 1.420 2.030 
5 1.720 1.600 1.981 2.061 2.207 2.951 
6 1.709° , d1. 919 2.251d 1.819 2.220 3.108 7 2.411d 12 .835 3.230 3.370 3.298 4.352 
8 1.041 2.247 2.780 2.342 2.667 4.458 
She'll" load ratio, Po/Qh a 
Type A B C D ."!! F 
8 0.134 0.231 0.283 0.352 0.1 96 0.1 55b 
31 
32 
Table 7 - (continued) 
adefinition of symbols 
= weight ner unit length of be am exc luding fittings 
= axial load at failure 
= axial load at failure of hypothe t ica l beam, 
equation 6 
Mt = Alb + Pcoc = total bending moment at failure 
~h total bending moment at failur e f or hypothe tical 
beam, equation 6 
Pb = shear load at failure 
(lh shear load at failure 
equation 6 
for hypothetical beam, 
NACA TN No. 9"8 
bthis beam failed in 
given is the shear 
same tyne designed 
shear load 
bending rather t han shear. The shear load 
load at failure i n bending. A beam of the 
to fail in shear might fail a t a higher 
C~verage for specimens 6A and 6A (dunl. ) 
dqucstionable value, see table 3 
Table 8 - Comparison between measur ed loa ds and oomputed 
loads as outlined i n sect i on 5 for specimens 
under oombined load. 
speciman Meesureli loads Com12ut ed load!> Differenoe 
AXia l primary Axia~ ~r:unary 
load bending load bending 
Pc moment Pc moment 
Mb Ub 
10 In-lO 10 l.n-IO peroent 
3A 20,200 16,500 19.900 16,200 +2 
4A 19,600 7,140 19,?00 7,180 -1 
5A 11 ,900 39,100 10,900 35, 800 .. 9 
6A 8 ,740 2?,?00 9,210 29,200 -5 
6A spprox.9,?-80 29,200 9,250 29,100 0 
3B 13,000 17,500 14,000 18,800 
-7 
4B 13,100 16,000 12,800 15,600 +2 
5B 6,350 33, 600 7,280 38,500 -13 
6B 6,310 34,?00 6 , 400 35,200 
- 1 
3e 15, 300 20,800 16,200 22,000 -6 
4e 14,100 17,200 14,300 1?,500 -2 
5e 7,440 39,700 8,100 43,200 -8 
6e 7,130 39,200 7, 080 38,900 +1 
3D 20, 500 16,400 21,700 17,400 -6 
4D 18,400 13,400 21,000 15,300 -12-
5D 11, 000 :;5,100 11,500 36,700 - 4 
6D 9, 340 29,800 10,900 34,800 - 14 
3E 16, 300 14,700 16,300 14,700 0 
4E 14,700 13 , 300 15,700 14,200 -6 
5E 8,640 31,400 8,650 31,400 0 
6E 8,320 30,200 8,450 30,700 -2 
3Y 11 ,500 ?,940 11,100 7,MO +4 
4F 10,300 7,150 9,340 6, 460 +11 
5Y 6,950 19,200 6,400 17,700 .. 9 
6F 6,000 16,600 5,510 15,200 .. 9 
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